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Abstract: The objective is to generate a polynomial based on the cover image with the help of an 8-Queens 
Algorithm and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). By segmenting the image into 64 parts and applying 
DCT for every segments, a set of 64 DC coefficient values are obtained. Using mapper, these DC values 
are scrambled. The initial position of the Queen is given to 8-Queens Algorithm which generates the 
solution. Using the calculated DCT values and the position of the Queen obtained, the polynomial 
equation is generated which can be used for embedding and extraction of information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Steganography is an art in which data can be shared in a secret way between intended persons in such a 
way that data is embedded inside a multimedia like image, audio and video. Unlike cryptography and 
watermarking, steganography has an added advantage that the intruder cannot detect the data at the first sight 
since the data present in the media is invisible. Steganography has various number of security applications that 
can be used between individuals, groups and agencies. Steganography can be categorized into two types. They 
are Linguistic Steganography and Technical Steganography. In Technical Steganography, data is embedded into 
Digital media like images, audio, video, text. Linguistic steganography is a non-technical way of representing an 
information in a cover. For example, the sender writes the secret message into the holes by placing his mask 
over a sheet of paper and then compose a cover message by filling the remaining part of the paper with some 
random texts. The receiver can read the same message by placing the same mask over the received cover [7]. 

II. LITRATURE REVIEW 

In the year 2011, Soniya Vijayakumar has proposed a steganographic approach using linear and quadratic 
polynomials for random selection of bytes from an image to store the text in a better and stronger manner [1]. 

Security is enhanced by integrating the key features of compression, cryptography and steganography [2].  

In the year 2012, Karthikeyan et al., has proposed a Pseudo randomized key generation approach to improve the 
efficiency of steganographic approach and also strengthening the security by processing the image pixels with 
some scanning methods [3].  

G.Manikandan et al., has proposed a hybrid approach which involves both an effective steganographic and 
cryptographic methods based on the Discrete Wavelet Transform to increase the efficiency and reduce the size 
of the stego image [4].  

Po-Yueh Chen et al., has proposed a steganography system to embed data in Frequency domain efficiently using 
Discrete Wavelet Transforms due to difference characteristics of DWT coefficients in different sub bands and 
respectable security is maintained [5].  

In the year 2010, Abbas Cheddad et al., has done survey about several steganographic methods and discussed 
about major algorithms in steganography which can be deployed in a digital image. [6].  

Amirtharajan et al, proposed a steganographic technique to embed the message on blue and green plane based 
on the intensity value of red plane to increase the secrecy, robustness, randomness and imperceptibility. [8]. 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In a polynomial based steganography, there exists a difficulty in generating the polynomial and how to 
share it efficiently between the sender and the receiver. When a polynomial with small degree is taken, 
embedding and extraction can be done easily but the chances of intruder’s attack will be more whereas when a 
polynomial with high degree is taken, the chances of intruders attack is less compared to the previous one but 
the computations will be more. 
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In our approach, Polynomial which is used for embedding and extraction is generated using the cover image 
by using 8-Queen’s Algorithm and Discrete Cosine Transform. In the first stage, the image is segmented into 64 
equal parts. After segmentation is done, Discrete Cosine Transform is applied to each part and DC coefficient 
(First value of the DCT matrix) is obtained. By giving mapper position and mapper value the 64 DC coefficients 
are shuffled and mapped into 8 X 8 Mapper. Once all 64 values are mapped inside the mapper, 8 Queens 
Algorithm is applied. An 8 Queens Algorithm is nothing but 8 Queens are placed in chess board in such a 
manner that no Queen should conflict with each other. Here in this system, the initial position of the Queen is 
given and using this initial position the first solution for that position is obtained.  By using these positions of 8 
Queens and their respective DC coefficient values, polynomial is generated which is used for the embedding and 
the extraction of the message. 

A. Block Diagram: 

1) Value Extractor: 

 The taken cover image is segmented into 64 segments and DCT of each segment is calculated by 
leaving the last bit of the pixel (As we will embed data in this bit). 64 values are generated from the DC 
coefficients of each segment’s DCT values.  

2) Mapper: 

 The generated 64 values are scrambled using the mapper value and mapper position given by the user 
let it be ‘m_val’ and ‘m_pos’. An array with 1 to 64 values is taken and the mapper position and mapper value is 
swapped in that array. We will start from mapper position and skip the next ‘m_val’ number of values and 
successive value is taken as first value in scrambled matrix .This process is done until all 64 values are 
scrambled. Then the 64 values are reshaped into a block of 8 X 8 mapper matrix. 

3) 8 Queen’s Algorithm: 

 . In 8 Queen’s algorithm we have to place 8 queens in an 8 X 8 board such that the queen is placed in 
each row not conflicting with any other queen. For particular Queen Position the solution for 8 Queen’s 
Algorithm is generated by backtracking mechanism. Queen is placed in nth row by not conflicting with any other 
queens that have been already placed in (n-1) rows. If there is no other possibility for placing the queen in row n, 
then we will change the position of queen in the (n-1)th row and try to find the solution. 

4) Polynomial Generator: 

64 values generated from mapper and solution from 8 queen’s algorithm is compared to generate the 
polynomial. Whenever a queen is present in a row the corresponding value in mapper matrix is taken for 
generating the polynomial. The row positions is taken as degree of that polynomial and corresponding DC 
coefficients are taken as the coefficient for their respective degree of the polynomial 
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5) Image Embedder: 

 In this block the message is added to the cover image with the help of the polynomial equation using 1-
bit LSB substitution method as follows: 

 The value of the polynomial is found by giving the message bit position as input and modulo TEN 
operation is performed to get a value ‘n’. Then we will embed the data in the n+1th byte of the cover image 
using following formula. 

   S=C - C MOD 2 + M 

Where, 

 S is the Stego Image, C is the Cover Image, and M is the message to be embedded in decimal, 

6) Extraction Phase: 

 In receiver side all the blocks discussed above are carried down and the message is extracted from 
Stego Image as follows: 

   M = S MOD 2 

Where, 

 S is the Stego Image, and M is the secret message, 

B. Procedure: 

Step1: Choose the cover image 

Step2: Give the initial position of the Queen, mapper position, mapper value as inputs. 

Step3: Input the message to be embedded in the cover image. 

Step4: Generate the polynomial by using three input parameters and by using that polynomial, embed 
the message in the image. 

Step5: Send the stego image to the receiver. 

Step6: Receive the stego image and give those three input parameters and message length in the 
receiver’s side to generate the same polynomial  

Step7: Extract the message using that polynomial 

Step8: Display the message in the receiver’s side. 

IV.CASE STUDY AND SIMULATION 

The above approach has been implemented using the platforms java developer kit 1.4 and mat lab 
R2009a. The minimum system requirement to execute the results and simulation is to have minimum of 1GB 
Ram and Core 2 duo Processor. 

Fig. 1 depicts the cover image which is used in this approach. Three input parameters and message 
which is to be embedded is given by the user as depicted in Fig. 2.  

                                         

Fig. 1                                                                                                        Fig. 2 

Using the mapper position and mapper value, the DC coefficients are scrambled and reshaped as an 8 x 8 matrix 
as shown in fig. 3 and with the help of initial queen position, the 8-queen solution matrix is generated as 
depicted in fig. 4. By comparing this solution with the scrambled DC coefficient matrix with solution matrix, the 
corresponding DC coefficient values in DC coefficient matrix are taken where the queen is present in the 
solution matrix and it is used as a coefficient to the polynomial and the respective row position as the degree to 
the polynomial which will generate the coefficient of the polynomial with increasing degree as shown in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 3        Fig. 4 

 

Fig. 5 

Using that polynomial, the message is embedded in the image and the resultant image is a stego image 
which is depicted in fig. 6. On the receiver’s side, as shown in fig. 7, the above input parameters that is initial 
position of the queen, mapper position and mapper value is given and length of the message is also given to 
generate the same polynomial for the extraction purpose. 

                            

Fig.6                                                                                   Fig. 7 

Through experiments it is found that by taking 1 MB data and embedding it in 512 x 512 Lena image 
(cover) the obtained Mean Square Error is 0.0127 and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio is 67.0944. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed a new technique for image steganography that improves the security 
over the existing system. Here, instead of using the conventional methodology of directly sharing the 
polynomial, the polynomial is generated using the cover image with the help of 8 Queens Algorithm and 
Discrete cosine transform. Apparently, we share only the initial position, mapping position and mapping value 
which makes it difficult for the intruder to find out the method of the polynomial generation using these three 
parameters. Thus, the above method increases the security without compromising the accuracy.   
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